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If my life were encapsulated in a book, its title would definitely
be “Jo’s Jaunts.” By far my most interesting jaunt to date has been
writing “Living Your ‘Someday’ Now!” My mother always said I was
born with a suitcase in my hand and that same suitcase was constantly packed as friends and family around the world opened their
homes to me so I could write surrounded by beauty, peace, and love.
I can only say, “Thank you, thank you,” to Jo Ellen and Paul Nevans,
Jeanina and Herbert Franck, Mark Le Doux and Bill Albinger, Ellen
Powers and Frank Miller, Carla Spreng and Drew Webb, and dear,
dear Aunt Rosie and Uncle Bob Olson.
Every professional butt kicker, which I’ve always been, needs to
be nudged and prodded along, too. For that I bow in gratitude to my
long-time friend Glenn Swain, the best “ex” ever; to Karen Leff, who
makes me laugh like no one else; to my morning coffee group: Judy
Vincent, Wes Izer, Ross Shannon, Marsha Hendrix, Norm Wagner,
John Laing, Tim O Malley, David Wood, and Michael Melnick; to
ix
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Pam Wilson with the same everything—birthday, house, clothes,
and medical aches and pains; and to Stacy Glorioso for schlepping
me on trips and tolerating my constant talking.
In this book I talk about having support people to keep you sane
and on track. For that I thank Tia Stokes, my insightful, nurturing,
and wise friend who always brings me back to my truth; Naomi
Bartz, whose curiosity always leads to a plethora of fun activities
and conversations; Ellen Antill, who has shared her wisdom and

INTRODUCTION

insight from the first moment we met; and to my Amigas: Bobbie
“Jo” Lombard, Mary Pat Thompson, Chris Franke, Lindy Kemp,
Lois Noltemeyer, and Vila Seefeldt.

Clients have usually spent years sharing their “Someday Life” or

The mechanics of writing this book took far more guidance

their “Someday Business” story with family, friends, and business

than I ever imagined. My patient, kind, thorough, and encouraging

associates. In the telling of their “Someday” story, they paint a detailed

editor, Susan Waterman, kept me on course and off the ledge. Saul

picture of an idealized life where they have an amazing new career, a

Bottcher of Indie Book Launcher was most generous in sharing

new relationship, less chaos in business, a plan for retirement, better

his thoughts and feedback as I struggled through uncountable title

health, more money, a sense of purpose, increased self-esteem, less

ideas. And Ronda Rawlins and Michele De Filippo at 1106 Design,

sameness and more adventure. But no matter how often they’ve vowed

who were beyond patient with me, and who put it all together to

that, “Today’s going to be the day I take control, change what needs to

make it look good.

be changed, and make it happen,” they’re not any closer to living that

To every client and program participant, I’m deeply honored

happier enhanced life or having that successful business experience;

that you invited me along on your personal jaunts and life explora-

they’re only more practiced in telling their wishful-thinking story.

tions. You have filled my heart and made my own personal journey

I’ve been no different. I had all the best intentions, felt motivated,

luscious and joyful.

energized and ready to change. And I started. But, like my clients,
I engaged in numerous, creative rationalizations for not staying
on the journey to the end. Years ago, writing this book was one of
those thought-about-but-not-finished journeys. Until…

x
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My Trigger-Nudging Story

Introduction

Within seconds I had rationalized my lack of action with a

Friends, coaching clients, and seminar participants had all heard

litany of believed-to-be-true excuses. I was astounded by the speed

me talk about “my book on the drawing board.” But none of those

of my responses, but then I shouldn’t have been. After all, I’ve been

conversations ever resulted in producing one word on one page.

repeating those “buts”—and variations of them—for more than

Then one day Josh Hornick, my insightful, call-my-bluff coach,

forty years. They were hardwired into my brain. So it’s no wonder I

said, “Eight months ago you mentioned you were going to write a

regurgitated them without ever asking myself if they were still true.

book. How’s that coming along?”

That conversation left me feeling prickly and I couldn’t shake it off.

Eeks! When did I tell him that?

For the next two days I was agitated and kept hearing a nagging

“You’re right, Josh, I did say that and I still intend to get it

voice telling me, “Jo Anne, just write the damn book.”

written:
ӫӫ But I’m really busy with clients right now. (Truth: I live

myself why I still had not put pen to paper. The next morning I

alone and have no less than five hours of free time most

got up a half-hour early, grabbed my journal, and asked myself the

days.)

same question I ask each client when they rationalize their reasons

ӫӫ But I have to take care of my aunt and uncle. (Truth:
They live three hundred and fifty miles away.)
ӫӫ But I’m only mentally creative in the morning. (Truth: I
come up with pretty damn good ideas after a short nap in
the afternoon.)
ӫӫ But I’m committed to being healthy and can only exercise in the morning, but that’s when I’m also the most
creative. (Truth: If someone calls at 3 PM to go hiking,
I’m out of the house in a minute.)
ӫӫ But I don’t know how to type and no one can read my

xii

It turns out that Josh’s question was the trigger I needed to ask

for backing off from a long-desired goal or a dream, “Jo Anne,
what beliefs do you have that, if they were totally expunged from
the story you tell yourself about yourself, would free you to get up
tomorrow and begin your book?”
These were the beliefs I came up with:
ӫӫ I can’t be a writer without a degree in writing and I have
a math degree, for God’s sake.
ӫӫ I can’t author a book about transformation until my own
life is totally “fixed.”
ӫӫ I must be in a creative mode every hour of the day.

writing. (Truth: There are at least a kazillon people who

ӫӫ I’ll need hours of free time to write.

can read handwriting as bad as mine and who make a

ӫӫ I can’t ask for solitude in order to write.

living typing up gibberish.)

ӫӫ I can’t work out in the afternoon or evening.
xiii
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ӫӫ I must be able to type.

Introduction

On this journey you’ll become skilled in the process of design-

ӫӫ I must have good handwriting.

ing thoughtful, sustainable, and permanent changes instead

ӫӫ I have to be intensely focused because writing is hard.

of blindly reacting to quick, temporary fixes. Unlike with past

Since I believed each of these to be true, the obvious con-

efforts to change, you won’t rush toward your goal at supersonic

clusion was, “I can’t possibly write a book.” End of problem,

speed. In contrast, this transformational journey will be a step-

end of dream.

by-step self-directed walk. Instead of passively riding along

But, but… what if I didn’t believe, “I’m not a writer?” What if

while someone or something outside of you determines your

instead, I trashed that whole list of beliefs, replaced them with really

direction, course, and speed, this time you’ll decide where you

good ones and created a brand new story? What could I do and say

want to go, how you get there, when you start, and how fast you

tomorrow that would be different and would free me to not only

travel. On this journey the pace of the walk is just as important

start but actually finish a book? What were my possibilities? Now

as the destination.

what? Just say the words, the beliefs are gone, the book is done, and
life is good? Is it that easy?
Actually it is and it isn’t.
•
“Living Your ‘Someday’ Now!” is both a book and a life philosophy.
As you read this book, you’ll learn how to make well-thought-out,

This four-step process is applicable for individuals, teams,
businesses, organizations, boards of directors, communities, and
institutions. In this book I’ll mostly focus on individual transformations; but every step along this journey to change is adaptable
to any situation or group.
•

purposeful changes so you can, once and for all, live the life you’ve

I know you’ve read many self-help and business books by the

just dreamed about. In addition to teaching a process, this book is

people I call the “birthers” and “bring-forthers” of new philosophies

also a soul-searching endeavor to uncover, unleash, and upgrade your

backed by old wisdom. Authors like Eckhart Tolle, Pema Chodron,

long-held stories and beliefs. It’s also a journey to a magical, lovely, ful-

Ken Blanchard, Deepak Chopra, Stephen Covey, Maya Angelou,

filling, satisfying, and contented life. In its four sections—Exploration,

John Wooden, Julia Cameron, Wayne Dyer, Sandra Bender, Oprah

Liberation, Creation, and Transformation—you’ll learn how to make

Winfrey, etc. have helped to transform the thinking and lives of

sustaining, transformative changes which I define as getting to the

readers and students alike. Their books put forth theories and asked

right place, at the right time, with the right people, and having the

thought-provoking questions about how to have a better-feeling life,

time, energy, health, and resources to enjoy it when you get there.

a prosperous business experience, solve an ongoing problem, or

xiv
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Introduction

make a sustainable change. While reading their books, you prob-

clearer picture of what’s really stopping you from living a joyful

ably experienced many “aha’s.” Then a few days later you probably

life or having a satisfying business.

put the book down and, although you meant to, you never acted

When you’re finished with this book and the supportive journal

on any of those insights. And, just as likely, after a few weeks, you

work, you will have created a Life-Design guide to keep you focused

forgot them altogether.

and on track until you get to your Someday-Ideal Destiny. If you’re

I’m not a “birther.” But I am a clarifier, simplifier, storyteller,

reading this on an e-book or if you’d rather use a hard copy of the

and teacher. Always have been. Before I embrace a new thought or

Life-Design Journal independent of the book, it can be downloaded

philosophy, I need to feel how it applies to real-life situations that

from www.Livingyoursomedaynow.com

relate to my heart, my soul and my mind. Only when that new
philosophy connects to all three, do I get “it.” It’s my hope that my
interpretation, clarification, and simplification will help you see
and feel your way on your journey to living your “Someday” now!
It is also my hope that this time the aha’s you experience and
the correlations you draw with your personal life won’t be put on
the back burner with the intention of pulling it out at some point
in the future. At the back of this book starting on page 181 you’ll
find a Life-Design Journal to use as you make the connections
between what you’re learning and your unique personal life.
Remember this is a self-directed walk. If you truly intend to make
this the time you’ll enhance your life or business, then you need
to do it differently. You’ll be coached to write out your answers to
the questions posed in chapter sections and to note the reactions
you have to the concepts and suggestions presented. Be aware
of thoughts like, “I don’t want or have time to do this.” or “This
is crazy, unnecessary, and I don’t believe it’s going to make any
difference.” Those thoughts are the mirrors you’ll need to get a
xvi
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EXPLORATION

Chapter 1
WHAT’S YOUR TRIGGER TO CHANGE?

What’s Your Trigger to Change?

From My Journal:
Don’t know why this came up right now. When and why did I
make the decision to quit teaching so many years ago?
I now remember the exact moment I made that life-altering
decision. I was getting dressed for work and heard the radio
announcer say that the retirement age for teachers had been
increased to seventy years old.
“Seventy? You’re kidding me,” I remember saying out loud.
I’d been in school or teaching school for twenty-five years.
And when I heard that I could continue teaching for another
forty-five years, I thought, “That’ll be a total of seventy years
spent in education; and I only picked education because Mr.
Berendt, my high school math teacher who was frustrated by my
incessant talking said, ‘Miss Musolf, what do you intend to do
with your life?’ I sassed back with, “I want to be a math teacher
just like you.” He retorted, “If you become a math teacher, I’ll eat
the book.” And so, to show him, I did.
I thought about that radio announcement all the way to
school and for the next few days. For the last year or so I hadn’t
been satisfied with either my life or teaching. My strong need for
adventure and having new life experiences just weren’t being fed.
I didn’t know what I was going to do next. But what I did know
was that there was no way I would take another job that was
structured and curtailed freedom and flexibility.
That spring I quit teaching and packed my Chevy Suburban,
which I lived out of for the next nine months as I traveled around
the United States. Prodded by my need for surprise and adventure,
my plan was that when faced with making a decision between two
possible roads or highways, I’d always veer towards the road with
the least amount of traffic.
That radio announcement was my trigger to, literally, explore
and travel a new path.

The Journey to Transformation Begins
Setting:
Jo Anne’s office. Sun streaming in the window. Phone rings.
Jo Anne:
“Hi, this is Jo Anne. How may I help you?”
“John” says:
“I need to (fill in the blank) my (fill in the blank) Now!”
Change

Business

Revolutionize

Leadership style

Transform

Career

Fix

Life

Figure out

Relationships

		

Health

		

Retirement

		

Social life

		

Purpose

		

Passion

Jo Anne answers:
“Now? Hold your horses.”
•
By the time I get this call, John has tried every which way to
change or solve this same challenge. Why didn’t any of John’s time,
energy, money, and spirit-consuming attempts ever get him what
he wanted? He wasn’t lazy, incompetent, or delusional. Nor did he
lack motivation, desire, or willingness to see it to the end. Pure and
simple in the past John, like most everyone else, tended to approach
5
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What’s Your Trigger to Change?

all his journeys to change with the same itinerary and schedule:

How would you answer this question: “If you could have it all, what

start here, go there, and do it as fast as humanly possible. But a

needs altering or total revamping in your life?” Another question to

journey, whether for personal or business reasons, to a thoughtful

ask is, “If I told my family, friends, and co-workers to be totally honest,

and permanent change is not about getting to the destination in

what would they say I needed to change in my life or business?”

record time.
A journey to a transformative change is about getting to the
right place, at the right time, with the right people, and having
all the time, energy, health, and resources you need to enjoy it
when you get there.

What’s Your Nudging Story?

Life-Design Journal page 182: Review the charts on pages 9
and 10 and list each life and business category where you’d
welcome an alteration or total change.

I’ll bet, when you reviewed your list, your first reaction was that

Change is inevitable. No way around it. Something is always going

your entire life needed a complete house cleaning and that as long

to be fluctuating and shifting in both life and business. The charts on

as you’re focusing on one area, you might as well attack everything

pages 9 and 10 list many dynamic areas of life and business that, at

at once. Whoa! That’s too much to tackle at one time. Slow way, way,

one time or the other and for one reason or another, necessitates the

way down. Remember, you’re only going to move one thoughtful

need to alter the direction of your life. Some life and business changes

step at a time. If you give in to the temptation to “clean everything

you’ll initiate and others will seem to come from out of nowhere and

in your house at once,” your focus and energy will get pulled in every

blindside you. No matter where it comes from, each urge to change

direction and all you’ll end up with is many “starts” and no “finishes.”

begins with a nudge. Sometimes it’s a kick-in-the-pants nudge and

It didn’t work before and it won’t work now. So, narrow the list of

other times it’s a quiet whisper. The first segment, Exploration, begins

things that need changing down to two or three of the most urgent

by identifying the nudge that’s pushing or pulling you to make a life

or enticing categories that are calling to you for attention.

or business transition.

What Would You Like to Change?
But, before you articulate your nudge, take a few minutes to step

Life-Design Journal page 183: Which two or three of those you
just listed do you feel the strongest need or urge to change?

back and mindfully view your life from a birds-eye, overall perspective.
6
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What’s Your Trigger to Change?

Next, from those two or three areas, which one would be “The
One” for you? Since nothing changes in a vacuum, as you thoughtfully move through each of the four Segments, each area you’ve
listed will eventually be altered and transformed. But for now just
focus on “The One.”
Life-Design Journal page 183: What is your “The One” and why?

Life Changes
Job/Career

Personal

Mental/Emotional

New Career

Marriage/Divorce

Self-Esteem

Retirement

Empty Nest

Connectedness

Promotion/Demotion Death

Bored

Layoff

Home Environment

Life/Work Balance

Office Politics

Education

Personal Freedom

Communications

Relocation

Sense of Security

Physical/Health

Relationships

Spiritual/Religious

Aging

New Relationships

Purpose

Attractiveness

Family/Children

Connection

Injury/Disability

Friends

Peace

Nutrition

Parents

Faith

Stress

Community

Meaning of Life

Quality of Life

Neighbors

Ex-pats

8
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What’s Your Trigger to Change?

So, what’s triggering your desire to create a change right now?

Business Changes

Did your boss raise her eyebrows when you suggested an innovative

Employee

Markets

Scale

Employee Turnover

Geography

Downsizing

Dissatisfaction

New Markets

Outsourcing

Hiring

Customers

Expansion

TV? Have you reached your frustration or pain threshold? Are you

Acquisitions

cranky, snarky, or moody? Or, on the other hand, is there something

Layoffs

Divestiture

idea for the department? Did you see an ad for the Greek islands
and feel a strong impulse to pack your bags? Have you noticed the
permanent dent in your couch from too many hours of watching

so enticing and attractive that you just can’t live another moment
without it? What is pushing or pulling you to move forward?

Reorganization
Financial

Technology

Strategy

Sales

Manufacturing

Change of Vision

Profit

HR

Competition

Sources of Funding

Systems

Regulatory

Leverage

Integration

Environment

Life-Design Journal page 184: Why now, at this particular time,
do you feel compelled to change your life or business? Describe
your triggering experience.

Is Your Trigger Painful or Pleasurable?
There are only two compelling reasons to change. One is pain and
the other is pleasure. When I use the words pain and pleasure, I’m

Every Transformative Event Has a Trigger.
And “trigger” is the spot-on word that describes the event,
word or feeling that produces that nudging reaction that your life,

referring to all the nuances of each—sadness, happiness, confusion,
joy, disgruntled, weariness, anger, love, any feeling of discontent,
or any feeling of hopefulness.

or some part of it, needs to change now! At this very moment!

Painful triggers are stronger butt-kickers than pleasurable trig-

But, if truth be told, that need for change has probably been

gers. Pain pushes you to engage in immediate action: a supervisor

simmering for a very long time. Nonetheless, you feel compelled

tells you to increase sales or start looking for another job; a doctor

to do something “right now or else!” The way you’ve been living

threatens that if you don’t lose weight you’ll get diabetes; a company

and how you feel about it just doesn’t work for you anymore. You

memo reminds you that you have three months until retirement;

want “it” to stop.

yesterday’s business forecast indicated that your company’s product

10
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What’s Your Trigger to Change?

is quickly becoming obsolete; or an ultimatum is given that “this

first few days after you decide to turn things around. But how

relationship needs to change or else.”

truly driven are you, at this moment, to invest time and energy

Pleasurable triggers, on the other hand, attract and magnetize
you to action: You take dance lessons as a way to spend more time

into enhancing your quality of life or to solve a reoccurring
challenge?

with your partner; you work to increase sales because you want
the money to go to Greece; you and your spouse want to retire in

Life-Design Journal page 185: On scale of 1-10, with 10 being

five years so you can start that African import store you’ve always

very motivated, what’s your level of urgency? Write more about

dreamed about. Pleasurable triggers don’t stimulate the forceful

why you chose that number. Don’t judge the number—it’s only

got-to-do-it-right-now urgency that occurs with painful triggers.

information.

And, because of a lesser degree of urgency, pleasurable triggers
are easy to ignore and usually put on the back burner, where they

What’s Your Believed Level of Staying Power?

often stay. On this thoughtful journey to change, however, you’ll

Here’s another question whose answer will expand your aware-

give pleasurable triggers as much attention and time as, in the past,

ness: “Do you believe you’ll stick with this journey, inclusive of all

you only gave to painful triggers.

its ups and downs, until you get to its end?” In other words, do you
really believe that this time you’ll stay the course to do what it takes

Life-Design Journal page 185: Pushed or pulled? Are you look-

to get to where you want to go?

ing forward to this change, being forced to endure it, or feeling
neutral about it? Write a few words about this feeling.

Life-Design Journal page 186: On a scale of 1-10, how likely
are you to stay with this journey to the end? Why or why not?

What’s Your Level of Urgency?

Again, don’t judge the number you chose—it’s just information.

With clarity about what’s triggering your need to change, the
next question to ask yourself is, “How compelled am I to do what

Don’t judge yourself if, in all honesty, you ranked yourself

I have to do to get what I say I want?” Does it feel imperative that

low on any one of these scales. Keep in mind that your past failed

you do something right now—like in the case of an impending

attempts to change are not proof positive of your future endeavors.

job loss, or a medical diagnosis? Can it wait for a day or two? A

In the “Liberation” segment of this journey, you’ll learn how to

few months? Another year? Motivation is always at its peak the

release non-supporting beliefs about these numbers and any other

12
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measurements or rankings that, in the past, prevented you from
starting and staying on course to the end.
•
Let’s recap. So far, in the Exploration segment of your journey
you’ve:
ӫӫ Identified the area where you want to make the first
change
ӫӫ Pinpointed your trigger
ӫӫ Decided if you were being pushed or pulled
ӫӫ Measured your level of urgency
ӫӫ Honestly gauged your believed-to-be level of
commitment.
The next thoughtful step of “Exploration” is a walk down memory
lane, where you’ll reacquaint yourself with the people, circumstances,
and events from your past that created the makeup and matrix of
the person, you, who will be taking this journey.

14

Chapter 2
WHO’S REALLY TAKING YOUR JOURNEY?

